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Background



Why Communicate?

► Communication is a key ingredient of monetary policy.

► Central banks should be transparent and communicate clearly.

► Why?

► Effectiveness of monetary policy

► Accountability

► You cannot be truly transparent,

► ... when you are putting a language barrier.

► ... when your communication approach does not include everyone.



Times are Changing!

It's entirely possible that people aren't listening closely to you 
any more.

There's so much noise, so much clutter... hoping that 
customers, prospects, vendors and co-workers will stop what 
they're doing and listen closely and carefully enough to figure 

out what you mean is a recipe for frustration.

Perhaps there's an alternative. Maybe, instead of insisting that 
people listen more closely, you could speak more clearly.

Seth Godin, Writer



People Have Prejudice!

Don’t waste your time with explanations: 

People only hear what they want to hear. 

Paulo Coelho, Writer



Challenges

Central banks’ policies affect everyone, so everyone has a right to know about your policies. But,

►A certain level of economic literacy is needed.

►What if the school curriculum lacks these subjects? 

►Communication patterns are changing

►People do not value price stability as much as economic growth



What Can We Do to Deal with These Complexities?

To educate if no one else is doing it.

To respond with new forms of communication.

To try to reach as many people as possible. 

To adopt a more clear, convincing, credible and 
persistent tone.



Efforts to Redesign
Communication Strategy and
Use Plain Language



Identifying Objectives

To raise awareness about the Bank's contribution to social welfare

To provide more and clear information to ensure the 
communication of bank policies and manage expectations

To enhance the public image of the Bank,  and to support the perception that 
the bank is independent, transparent, merit based, technical and a leading 
institution in economic and social issues in the national and international arena



Visualization of Communication and Layering

► Short and simple summaries of CBRT publications

► Use of technology and visualisation – more trendy!

► In-house videos, animations, static infographs …



2016: Visualization of Communication and Layering 



CBRT Blog

► The CBRT Blog provides analysis and 
commentary from researchers and 
economists working at the Bank. 

► It features articles on macroeconomy and 
central banking.

► The views expressed are those of the 
authors. They do not necessarily reflect the 
official views of the Bank.

► The blogs are reviewed by the editorial 
board and published upon their approval.

► Less formal and technical than working 
papers or economic letters.

► Since its launch, we have published 91 
blogs – average of 4.5 blog posts/month.

► Some blog posts were also vlogged.



CBRT Blog – What We Have Learned?

► Readers like and ask for less technical language. 

► When there is a vivid discussion and you publish a blog post about it, it gets a lot of attention.

► The basic stuff  gets more clicks. 5 most read blog posts.

o An Overview of Turkish Lira-Settled Forward Foreign Exchange Auctions

o Exchange Rate Pass-Through: Is There a Magical Coefficient?

o Increasing Protectionism and Global Trends in World Trade

o Impact of Agricultural Banking on Agricultural Productivity

o On Turkey’s Total Debt

► Being published on the blog is motivating for employees.

► But beware that it is long term commitment – requires time and energy 

to provide for and run a blog.



A New Social Media Strategy

► A new social media approach

 More visuals 

 Less formal tone 

 More direct provision of knowledge 



Example – Press Release on Market Developments 

Impression:    14,189
Engagement:  357

Impression:    61,000
Engagement:  5,769

Impression:    91,199
Engagement:  6,965



The New Website

► During redesign of the CBRT website, the 
content plans and texts in the website 
were edited by the communications team.

 Simple sentences / Plain language

► The whole content was written to ensure 
that central bank’s functions and policies 
are understandable for all.

► The texts have been supplemented with 
visuals to convey our messages.

► A simple navigation system for users to 
reach content with minimum effort.

► Both the English and Turkish version was 
edited by native speaking professional 
editors.



Economics for All

► The financial literacy and economic 
education studies being carried out 
have been gathered under the brand 
“Herkes İçin Ekonomi”.

 Outreach activities

 Economic education publications



Economics for All Microsite

► Microsite for the financial 
literacy and economic education 
materials

 Animations

 Infographics

 Test Your Knowledge - Quiz

 Publications 

 Cartoon



Survey Results

6 months after its launch, we conducted a survey on the microsite.

 199 participants

 37% of participants said that design of microsite is good, 44% of them said that it is very 
good.

 53% of participants said that language of microsite is plain and understandable while 30% of 
them said that it is understandable.

 43%: the microsite is very successful 



So, What Have We Learnt?

► Still early to assess the results (also hard to measure it)

► Hard to reach a simple tone – resistance within the bank

 Curse of knowledge

 Simplifying vs losing accuracy

 Another project coming up for that.

► Use of influencers helps you to reach more people.

 Try to reach them, make your case, once convinced they will be 

your brand advocates



So, What Have We Learnt?

► Some types of content is more attractive for visitors than others

► Having assistance from professionals helps

 In terms of design, pedagogical counselling for children, copywriting 

► Always ask for feedback
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